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HOW TO BUILD AN INSIDER THREAT PROGRAM
IN 10 STEPS

Mitigating insider threats is a key cybersecurity priority

WHITE PAPER

CUSTOMER HIGHLIGHTS

for any organization that works with sensitive data.
And to do that, you need an insider threat program.
Such a program not only is required by numerous
cybersecurity regulations, standards, and laws but also
allows a company to detect an insider threat at its early
stages, respond to it, and remediate the damage with
little to no harm done.
According to the Verizon 2020 Data Breach
Investigations Report [PDF], those who suffer the
most from insider threats are public administrations and

We have a lot of data to protect.

companies in the healthcare, education, finance, and

We are also very happy to have

information technology industries. Still, implementing
efficient insider threat protection measures will benefit
any company. But in order to build an insider threat

an ever-growing number of new
customers whose data are
processed only by authorized
processes and employees.

program, you need to understand the sources of insider

To keep everything in check, we

threats.

must be able to identify potential

Who can be the source of an insider threat?

in time and act accordingly

An insider is anyone with authorized access to an
organization’s resources. The danger comes from the
possibility of such users misusing their access rights in a
way that threatens the organization.

internal or external threats
to prevent any intentional or
unintentional errors.
Egzon Sinanaj
the Director of Support and Security
at PECB

Insider threats usually come from five types of users:
WHY COMPANIES
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• Privileged users. These are usually administrators and database operators who have
direct and unrestricted access to sensitive information. This is probably the most dangerous
group, since they’re the most trusted insiders.
• Remote employees. Employees working from home still need access to sensitive data
and corporate resources, but remote access often isn’t protected as well as access on local
office networks. Telecommuters may abuse poor security to harm their company or may
fall victim to a hacker attack.
• Сontractors. Third-party partners need access to your sensitive data and resources to
perform their duties. The catch is that while you may be confident in your own security,
you can’t control how subcontractors follow your security rules.
• Former employees. Disgruntled employees can sometimes try to take revenge on
a company after leaving. Terminated employees may use their knowledge of your
infrastructure to gain unauthorized access to your sensitive data and harm it.
• Inadvertent insiders. Not all insider attacks are deliberate. Employees may delete
sensitive data inadvertently or send an email containing trade secrets to the wrong
recipient. Such mistakes can go undetected for a long time, causing damage that translates
into severe remediation costs when the incident eventually comes to light.

Why are insiders so dangerous?
Insider threat reports usually name outsiders and opportunistic attackers as the main sources
of cybersecurity violations. But there are many reasons why an insider threat is even more
dangerous:
• Insiders know their way around your network.
• Insiders know what valuable data they can steal or harm.
• Insiders have legitimate credentials, so their malicious actions can go undetected for a
long time.
Due to these factors, insider attacks can persist for years, leading to remediation costs
ballooning out of proportion. The 2020 Cost of Insider Threats: Global Report [PDF] by the
Ponemon Institute states that the total average cost of an insider-related incident is $11.45
million.
To identify, detect, and respond to insider attacks, you’ll need to build an insider threat
program. Let’s take a look at the goals of an insider threat program and the benefits it brings.
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF
AN INSIDER THREAT PROGRAM?
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Special Publication 800-53 defines an
insider threat program as “a coordinated group of capabilities under centralized management
that is organized to detect and prevent the unauthorized disclosure of sensitive information.”

Creating an efficient insider threat program rewards an organization with valuable benefits:
• Compliance with standards, laws, and regulations. NIST Special Publication 800-53,
NISPOM, the US National Insider Threat Policy and Minimum Standards, and other IT standards
and regulations oblige organizations to develop and maintain insider threat programs.
• Early detection of insider threats. Detecting insider threats is more challenging than
detecting outside attacks. An insider threat program helps spot a threat before it becomes an
attack and causes harm.
• Fast and efficient response to an insider attack. An insider threat program clearly outlines
the procedures, tools, and personnel responsible for mitigating a threat. With this knowledge,
employees can efficiently handle a cybersecurity incident.
• Reduced costs of an insider attack. An insider threat program maximizes your chances to
detect and deter an attack quickly, minimizing the damage an insider can cause.
The results of an insider threat program largely depend on the software that helps security officers
control user activity, spot security threats, and stop them. Our clients augment their insider threat
programs with Ekran System because it provides a robust set of cybersecurity tools within one
solution.
To help you get the most out of your insider threat program, we’ve created this 10-step guide. Let’s
take a look at ten steps you can take to protect your company from insider threats.
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STEP 1: GET READY TO BUILD
AN INSIDER THREAT PROGRAM
Preparation is the key to success when building an insider threat program and will save you lots
of time and effort later. During this step, you need to gather as much information as you can on
existing cybersecurity measures, compliance requirements, and stakeholders as well as define
what results you want to achieve with the program.
Here’s what you should do:
Activity

What to do?

Key focus points

Assess your current

Document all policies, tools,

• Access control, credential

cybersecurity

and processes that your

management, and information

measures

organization has already

security policies; disaster

implemented. Perhaps you’ll

recovery and business

be able to adjust them to

continuity plans

your insider threat program.

• Cybersecurity tools for
network or user activity
monitoring; access controls;
firewall, SIEM, and other
software

Research IT

Insider threat management

• NIST SP 800-53

requirements you

is a part of many national,

• GDPR

need to comply with

local, and industry standards,

• NISPOM Change 2

regulations, and laws. Find

• HIPAA

out which you need to

• PCI DSS

comply with and study their

• Other laws, acts, and

cybersecurity requirements,

regulations

as you’ll need to take them
into account when developing
your organization’s insider
threat program.
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Activity

What to do?

Key focus points

Define the expected

Set up clear, measurable,

When describing the desired

outcomes of the

and achievable outcomes for

results, try to make them

insider threat

your program. They will help

detailed. Examples:

program

you to plan further activities
and explain the importance
of the insider threat program
to stakeholders. Since
developing an insider threat
program is an iterative and
continuous process, focus on
the key results first.

• Achieve and maintain
compliance with NIST SP 800-53
• Establish continuous
monitoring of high-risk users
• Be able to detect malicious
user behavior and respond
proactively

Form a list of

Stakeholders are all

Pay attention to including all

stakeholders to

employees that are somehow

kinds of stakeholders on the

involve

involved in preparing the

list:

insider threat program or
who will be affected by it. Put
together a list that includes
stakeholders’ positions, key
responsibilities, and contact
information.

• Key stakeholders (usually
C-level officers) to approve
the implementation of the
program and lead the response
team
• Linear employees
(cybersecurity officers, legal
counselors, HR managers, etc.)
to help you develop the program
• Affected employees to notify
them of any changes in the
program and gather feedback
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STEP 2: PERFORM A RISK ASSESSMENT
Defining what assets you consider sensitive is the cornerstone of an insider threat program. These
assets can be both physical and virtual: client and employee data, technology secrets, intellectual
property, prototypes, etc. Performing a risk assessment is the perfect way to detect such assets
as well as possible threats to them. It helps you form an accurate picture of the state of your
cybersecurity.
A risk assessment can help you identify:
• Vulnerable data and resources, their owners within the organization, and users that can
access them
• Insider threats, risks you can experience, and their likelihood of occurrence
• Possible consequences to your organization if identified risks are realized
Here’s how a risk assessment is usually performed:

1. Define potential threat sources. When identifying threat sources, you can ask for advice
from your shareholders and department managers. For example, accountants know best
how financial information can be misused or abused, and the IT department can point out
network vulnerabilities.
2. Discover cybersecurity vulnerabilities. Vulnerabilities in the cybersecurity system
provide insiders with ways to harm the organization. Conducting a vulnerability assessment
or penetration testing will allow you to detect and seal potential security holes that could
make an insider attack possible.
3. Create a list of high-risk employees and high-value assets. While any user inside an
organization can cause an insider threat, it’s more sensible to focus your efforts on high-
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risk employees. Data owners, employees, or contractors with access to sensitive data as
well as employees with a history of previous security incidents can cause the most damage
to an organization. Similarly, high-value assets are those that, if stolen or damaged, will
harm the organization the most.
4. Estimate the likelihood of an insider threat. Knowing the likelihood that a threat will be
realized helps you prioritize insider threats and determine which cybersecurity vulnerabilities
have to be secured first. This information is also useful for resource allocation. For example,
employee credential theft is more probable than data center unavailability due to a natural
disaster. That’s why it’s worth deploying identity and access control tools first and worrying
about the data center’s physical security later.
5. Determine and assess risks. A risk is a loss or damage experienced by an organization
as the result as the result of a vulnerability being exploited. When assessing the possible
impact of a risk, think about the harm that could be done to organizational operations and
assets, individuals, or other organizations. Employ risk modeling to make risk descriptions
specific and clear.
Once you’ve written down and assessed all the risks, communicate the results to your organization’s
top management. It’s also a good idea to make these results accessible to all employees to help
them reduce the number of inadvertent threats and increase risk awareness.

Note: These resources are useful when preparing for a risk assessment:
•

Guide for Conducting Risk Assessments by NIST

•

Guide to Conducting Cybersecurity Risk Assessment for Critical Information
Infrastructure by the Cyber Security Agency of Singapore

•

Assessing Cybersecurity Risk by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants

•

Assessing cyber risk: Critical questions for the board and the C-suite by Deloitte
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STEP 3: ESTIMATE THE RESOURCES
NEEDED TO CREATE THE PROGRAM
Developing an efficient insider threat program is difficult and time-consuming. Before
you start, it’s important to understand that it takes more than a cybersecurity department to
implement the program. To succeed, you’ll also need:
• Administrative resources. Get support from various departments of your organization to
appoint people responsible for insider threat protection, implement secure work practices,
conduct employee training, etc.
• Technical resources. Securing your data and infrastructure from insider threats is hard
without dedicated software. You may also need to reconfigure existing infrastructure and
solutions to make them more secure.
• Financial resources. Ensuring reliable cybersecurity has its cost. You’ll need money to
purchase cybersecurity software and hire dedicated specialists.
Prepare a list of required measures so you can make a high-level estimate of the finances and
employees you’ll need to implement your insider threat program. Start by analyzing the insider
threat risks your organization may faces and defining what you should do to improve your
organization’s cybersecurity. Also, evaluate the efficiency of your current cybersecurity tools and
measures. You may be able to adjust them to meet new risks instead of deploying new software.
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STEP 4: ACQUIRE SUPPORT
OF SENIOR MANAGEMENT
At this step, you can use the information gathered during previous steps to acquire the support of
your key stakeholders for implementing the program. The list of key stakeholders usually includes
the CEO, CFO, CISO, and CHRO.
To gain their approval and support, you should prepare a business case that clearly shows the
need to implement an insider threat program and the possible positive outcomes. A high-level
business case should include:
• The benefits of implementing the insider threat program (based on the goals you’ve set)
• Risks and possible losses if the program isn’t implemented
• Several examples of insider attacks in your industry
• Proposed steps to improve current cybersecurity measures and prevent risks from being
realized
• Your estimates of the resources needed to implement the program
• The expected involvement of each of the organization’s departments in developing the
program
When presenting the program, emphasize how it will help stakeholders achieve their goals and
what risks it will mitigate.
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STEP 5: CREATE AN INSIDER
THREAT RESPONSE TEAM
An insider threat response team is a group of employees in charge of all stages of threat
management, from detection to remediation. Contrary to common belief, this team should not
only consist of IT specialists. It should be cross-functional and have the authority and tools to act
quickly and decisively.
When creating your insider threat response team, make sure to determine:
• The mission of the insider threat response team
• The leader of the team and the hierarchy within the team
• The scope of responsibilities for each team member
• The policies, procedures, and software that the team will maintain and use to combat
insider threats
Here’s the list of employees that are usually included in an insider threat response team:

Team member

Area of responsibility

Role in the team

CEO/CIO

• Manage the team at a high level

Team leader

• Authorize activities that will influence
the company’s reputation or finances
CISO

• Maintain the insider threat program

• Insider threat program

• Manage operational activities of the

manager

insider threat team

• Low-level management,

• Conduct incident investigations

team coordination
• Incident investigation

IT specialist/

• Maintain insider threat monitoring

Management of

cybersecurity

• Receive alerts on suspicious activity

cybersecurity software,

officer

and act on them

threat detection and

• Notify the team of possible threats

response, investigations

• Prepare reports
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Team member

Area of responsibility

Role in the team

Legal counselor

• Ensure compliance with

Threat remediation

requirements for insider threat
management
• Prepare documentation for legal
investigations
HR manager

• Check applicant backgrounds

Threat response and

• Participate in outlining indicators of

remediation

suspicious behavior
• Conduct meetings with employees to
investigate reasons for such behavior
PR manager

• Create communication strategies for

Threat remediation

various parties affected by an insider
attack
• Participate in cybersecurity training
for employees

Note that the structure of the insider threat response team presented above is generic and has
to be adjusted to the needs of a specific organization.
It’s also important to make sure that team members have enough knowledge and authority to
fulfill their roles. For example, the legal counselor has to be an expert on cybersecurity laws, the
security officer needs permission to immediately act on detected threats, and the HR manager
has to be able to check employees’ backgrounds for a history of security violations.

“

An insider threat program is comprised of many critical elements that will enable an organization
to detect, mitigate, and respond to insider threats. A key element is the collaboration and sharing
of employee threat information (both non-technical and technical) from various organizational
stakeholders (security, HR, IT and network security, CISO, etc.) This will enable the early
identification of an employee(s) who may pose a threat to an organization’s assets: facilities,
personnel, data, computer systems, networks).
Jim Henderson,
CEO Of The Insider Threat Defense Group
Founder and Chairman Of The National Insider Threat Special Interest Group
Founder and Director Of Insider Threat Symposium & Expo
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STEP 6: DETERMINE INSIDER
THREAT DETECTION MEASURES
Early detection is the most important element of insider threat protection, as it allows for a
quick response and reduces the cost of remediation. Implementing software and practices aimed
at threat detection is also part of many IT compliance requirements such as those imposed by
NIST, PCI DSS, and HIPAA.
To efficiently detect insider threats, you need to:
• Monitor user activity and collect detailed logs of each user action within your network.
Monitoring data helps security officers review suspicious sessions in real time, investigate
incidents, and assess the overall state of cybersecurity. It’s best to focus on monitoring highrisk users instead of everyone who has access to sensitive resources. When choosing a user
activity monitoring (UAM) solution, pay attention to the types of users it can monitor, the
details it collects, and its alerting capabilities.
• Manage user access to sensitive resources. This allows you to prevent unauthorized
access and detect suspicious access attempts. Generally, access management solutions
allow you to define which users can access what resources and under what conditions. Some
solutions can also protect access to the most vulnerable resources with tools such as multifactor authentication and manual access approval.
• Analyze user behavior to detect early indicators of a threat. User and entity behavior
analytics (UEBA) is a tool that usually employs machine learning or artificial intelligence
algorithms to analyze normal user activity and create a baseline of behavior for each user.
When a user does something unusual, the UEBA module notices that change and notifies the
insider threat response team (or security officers) of suspicious actions.
Remember that while meeting the specific needs of your organization is vital, it’s also important
to deploy a cybersecurity solution that satisfies legal requirements.

Note: If you’re going to deploy a user activity monitoring (UAM) tool, discuss it with your

employees beforehand. Continuous monitoring may harm their privacy, especially if your
employees work from home. To monitor ethically, you should:
• Explain the reason for monitoring
• Monitor employees only during office hours
• Make sure you monitor all high-risk employees despite their rank in the organization
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How can Ekran System help you detect threats?
Ekran System provides a comprehensive user activity monitoring module that allows you to
review user sessions in real time or in captured records. These records include a wide range
of metadata: screenshots; accessed files, folders, URLs, and USB devices; executed commands;
keystrokes; and more.
The Ekran System agent automatically runs when the operating system boots, and the user can’t
terminate the process. If a user’s endpoint goes offline, Ekran System will still monitor the activity
and upload logs to the server when the connection is re-established.

Reviewing a user session in Ekran System
When Ekran System detects a security violation, it sends an alert to security officers. You can set
up a system of alerts and notifications to make sure you don’t miss any indicator of an insider
threat.
Ekran System has a set of default alerts for common security violations. You can also create custom
alerts according to the specific needs of your organization. Each alert contains a short description
of the incident and a link to the real-time user session. It’s also possible to review past alerts and
events that triggered them.
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List of alerts created by Ekran System
Ekran System is also equipped with a lightweight privileged access management module that
allows you to:
• Implement role-based access management
• Configure access rights for each user and user role
• Manually approve access requests
• Provide users with temporary access
• Verify user identities with multi-factor authentication
• Manage user access credentials with a built-in password manager

Configuring a privileged user account in Ekran System
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Ekran System’s UEBA module assigns a risk score to each user session and alerts security officers
of suspicious behavior. For example, the software can alert you if a user logs into the system at an
unusual hour, as this is one indicator of a possible threat.

Detecting unusial working hours with Ekran System

STEP 7: FORM INCIDENT RESPONSE STRATEGIES
To act quickly on a detected threat, your response team has to work out common insider attack
scenarios. The most important thing about an insider threat response plan is that it should be
realistic and easy to execute. Don’t try to cover every possible scenario with a separate plan;
instead, create several basic plans that cover the most probable incidents.
Plan a step-by-step response for at least these scenarios:
• Malicious insider activity
• User negligence
• Compromised user account
• Third-party vendor breach
• Espionage
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Your response for each of these scenarios should include:

How can Ekran System help you respond to a threat?
With Ekran System, the response to a detected threat can be immediate. As soon as a security
violation occurs, a security officer will receive an email with a link to the real-time user session.
This is useful for establishing the context of the event and defining if the user is acting maliciously.
If a user’s actions threaten the organization’s cybersecurity, a security officer can block the
process, session, or user until further investigation. Also, Ekran System can respond to threats
automatically by:
• Showing a warning message to notify the user of a possible violation
• Denying access to the connected USB device
• Killing the process that triggered the alert
• Blocking the user

Showing a warning message upon policy violation
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STEP 8: PLAN INCIDENT INVESTIGATION
AND REMEDIATION ETERMINE INSIDER
To effectively manage insider threats, plan your procedure for investigating cybersecurity incidents
as well as possible remediation activities.
Incident investigation usually includes these actions:
• Collecting data on the incident (reviewing user sessions recorded by the UAM, interviewing
witnesses, etc.)
• Assessing the harm caused by the incident
• Securing evidence for possible forensic activities
• Reporting on the incident to superior officers and regulatory authorities (as required)

After the investigation, you’ll understand the scope of the incident and possible consequences.
Based on that, you can devise a detailed remediation plan, which should include:
• Communication strategies for all parties involved (employees, clients, third parties,
investors, regulatory authorities, etc.)
• Reconfiguration of cybersecurity software or deployment of new tools
• A review of the insider threat program

How can Ekran System help you investigate an incident?
Ekran System records all user sessions inside the protected perimeter. If a user acts suspiciously,
security officers can review recorded sessions to:
• Establish the context and threat level of a particular event
• Detect access to sensitive data and analyze user activity
• Evaluate the damage done by a user
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After an incident, security officers can use Ekran System to generate a vast number of reports
based on UAM data. It’s also possible to export Ekran System’s data in a protected format to use
for forensic activities.

User activity report from Ekran System

STEP 9: EDUCATE YOUR EMPLOYEES
Include regular insider threat awareness training as part of your insider threat program to achieve
three goals:
• Educate your employees to be more alert to insider threats
• Explain the goal of an insider threat program and the importance of its implementation
• Decrease the number of security incidents caused by employee negligence
The contents of a training course will depend on the security risks, tools, and approaches used in
a particular organization. However, during any training, make sure to:
1. Explain the reason for implementing the insider threat program and include examples of
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recent attacks and their consequences
2. Describe common employee activities that lead to data breaches and leaks, paying attention
to both negligent and malicious actions and including examples of social engineering
attacks
3. Let your employees know whom they should contact first if they notice an insider threat
indicator or need assistance on cybersecurity-related issues
The final part of insider threat awareness training is measuring its effectiveness. This will show
what your employees learned during training and what to pay attention to during the next training
sessions.
Common ways of measuring the success of training are:
1. Collecting feedback
2. Surveying employees and testing their knowledge
3. Simulating an insider attack to see how employees react to it
4. Observing changes in employees’ usual behavior after training

Note: Here’s a list of useful resources to develop your own insider threat awareness
program:
•

Insider Threat Awareness Training course from the Software Engineering Institute

•

Insider Threat video by the Department of Homeland Security

•

Recommendations for reporting insider threat indicators by the Department of
Homeland Security

•

Cyber Insider Threat webinar by the Center for Development of Security Excellence

•

Reviewing Cyber Security Social Engineering Training and Awareness Programs —
Pitfalls and Ongoing Issues by Hussain Aldawood and Geoff Skinner

•

FBI Insider Threat Movies by the FBI
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STEP 10: REVIEW YOUR PROGRAM PERIODICALLY
Creating an insider threat program isn’t a one-time activity. Insider threats change and become
more elaborate and dangerous, and your program should evolve to stay efficient. Make sure to
review your program at least in these cases:
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CONCLUSION
Implementing an insider threat management program allows a company to:
• Detect insider attacks in time
• Avoid penalties and reputational losses
• Raise cybersecurity awareness
• Comply with cybersecurity regulations, standards, and laws
The ten steps above constitute a general insider threat program plan that can be applied to almost
any company. You can modify these steps according to the specific threats your company faces.
You can cover the technical needs of your insider threat program using Ekran System. While being
simple to deploy and manage, Ekran System provides a full-cycle threat management toolset to
detect, deter, and disrupt insider attacks.

Visit www.ekransystem.com to try demo
and start combating insider threats!

